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ABSTRACT
Phylogenetic-comparative analysis was used to construct a secondary structure of Adh precursor
messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) in Drosophila. The analysis revealed that the rate of coevolution of
base-pairing residues decreases with their physical distance. This result isin qualitative agreement
with a model of compensatory fitness
interactions whichassumes that mutations are individually
deleterious but become harmless (neutral) in appropriate combinations. This model predicts that
coupled mutations can become fixed in a population under mutation pressure and random genetic
drift, when the mutations are closely linked. However, the rate of joint fixation drops as distance
between sites increasesand recombination breaks up favorable combinations. RNA secondary structure was also used to interpret patterns of linkage disequilibriumat Adh.
identified by seeking the equivalent pairing in a homologous RNA from a different species (in which the
sequences vary fromspecies to species because of base
substitutions during evolutionary time). Covariation
of paired residues in a putative pairing region, such
that the pairing potential is preserved, offers support
for the structure. So far, the phylogenetic methodhas
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5”flanking regions, the alignment had to be done manually
based on the pairwise and multiple alignments within
groups.
Two types ofcomplementary sequences are likely to occur
in large RNAs: (i) short-range pairings that create hairpins
and (ii) long-range pairings that order several short-range
pairings into discrete structural units (JAMES et al. 1988).
The long-range pairings include also pseudoknots, which
arise by pairing of sequences within a secondary structural
element (e.g., a loop of a stemloop structure) with sequences
from outside this structure (PLEIJ, RIETVELD
and BOSCH
1985). Based on this classification, we constructed the Adh
secondary structure in a hierarchical way. First, we searched
within the melanogaster subgroup for inverted repeats that
were 5 5 0 bp apart from each other by the program STEMLOOP. Thesepotential pairing regions were then subjected
to phylogenetic analysis. In the second round, we searched
the unpaired regions of the locus for long-range pairings,
starting with the nearest pair of still unpaired regions and
moving to more distant pairs.
The phylogenetic analysis was done manually based on
the following criterion: a putative helix was considered
“proven” if two or more covariations, caused by independently occurring base substitutions in the complementary
sequences of a putative helix, were found (Fox and WOESE
1975; JAMES et al. 1988). Under simplifying conditions, this
criterion may be justified as follows. Consider two species
that have been separated for a very long time. Assume that
a Watson-Crick pair (A-U or G-C)in a putative helix is
changed by substitutions into oneof 15 otherpossible states.
Under theassumption that thetwo speciesare separated for
a very long time, the substitution process along each lineage
can be considered stationary. Therefore, if the mutation
process followeda one-parameter model UUKES and CANTOR
1969), such that transitions and transversions were equally
frequent, all 15 combinations of nucleotide pairs (into which
a Watson-Crick pair is changed) should be equally likely.
Under stationarity, the same was true for a two-parameter
model (KIMURA 1980a), in which transitions and transversion are allowed to occur at different rates. [Under stationary conditions, the frequency of each of the fourmutational
states is 1/4, if transition and transversion rates are positive.
First, it can be immediately seen that 1/4 is a stationary
state because of symmetry in the mutation scheme. Second,
the stationary solution is unique, because the graph associated with the two-parameter mutation model is connected,
such that any two pairs of vertices are connected by at least
one sequence of edges (HAKEN 1977,Chap. 4).] Of these
15 possible states, three maintain Watson-Crick pairing.
Thus, the probability of a change from one Watson-Crick
pair to another one is 3/15 = 1/5. Furthermore, assuming
that substitutions in a stem are independent of each other,
the probability of observing two such Watson-Crick covariations in a region will be the product of this probability (1/
5 X 1/5 = 0.04). This value is below the significance level
of 0.05. To our knowledge, a more general criterion that
would allow for arbitrary mutation schemes and for comparison of a rangeof species withdifferent genetic distances
has not been worked out. In the present form, the criterion
fora proven helix does not take detailed phylogenetic
information into account. In particular, potentially important information on intermediate states (non-Watson-Crick
pairs) is disregarded.
The phylogenetic method isusually applied to a sufficiently widerange of species suchthat enough substitutions
could have occurred since their common ancestor. A wide
range of species is needed to account for the different rates
at which different parts of a molecule may evolve. If only

one covariation in a putative helix is detected because of
limitations in the species range and/or sequence conservation, information on intermediate states becomes important.
We considered the presence of G. U pairs at at least one
other covarying site as supporting evidence, because intermediate G .U pairs are almost always present in one ormore
species, when a transition from one Watson-Crick pair to
another one occurs (ROUSSET,P~LANDAKIS
and SOLICNAC
1991). In addition, covariations caused by insertion/deletion
in the complementary sequences that did not disrupta
pairing region were also considered as support for the
structure.
RESULTS

Adh pre-mRNA secondary structure: Two different transcripts have been identified in adult and larval
tissues of D. melanogaster that differ in their 5‘-noncoding leader sequences (BENYAJATIet al. 1983). We
had to limit our phylogenetic analysis to sequences
homologous to D. melanogaster larval pre-mRNA, because the physical organization of the 5’-region of the
Adh locus is very different in the subgenera Drosophila
and Sophophora (MENOTTI-RAYMOND,
STARMER
and
SULLIVAN
1991). Based on the analysis of the longrange structure of total larval pre-mRNA, we were
able to divide the molecule into two parts, the 5’leader sequence and therest comprising the translated
portion of Exon 2, Intron 2, Exon 3, Intron 3, Exon
4 and the 3”untranslated region (coordinates 7781858; KREITMAN1983). The 5’-leader sequence (in
D. melanogaster at 708-777) could be treated separately because no RNA-RNA interaction between 5’leader sequences and the rest of the Adh pre-mRNA
was detected.
Based on sequence comparison of 10 species, we
identified one putative pairing region in the 5’4eader
sequence and 22 putative pairing regions in the rest
of the larval pre-mRNA of Adh comprising approximately 1080 nucleotides. A summary of the phylogenetic support for these pairings is given in Table 1.
Most of them are short-range pairings (hairpins). The
physical distances between the residues forming the
bottom pair of these stems are usually less than 30 bp.
In contrast, the long-range pairings involve sequences
that may be separated by much larger distances. We
were unable to detect any pseudoknots. As indicated
in Table 1, pairings were found in both coding and
noncoding portions of the Adh pre-mRNA molecule.
The secondary structure models of Adh pre-mRNA
vary between the 10 species compared. There is some
structural variation in the long-range pairings that
order the molecule into discrete subdomains. Table 1
indicates that not all long-range pairings are conserved across the whole speciesrange examined. Most
structural variation is in the sequence and stem length
of the hairpins. The secondary structure of the hairpin
in Intron 2 is givenasan example. Figure 1 shows
that the hairpin structures detected in Intron 2 exist
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TABLE 1
Phylogenetic support for pairings inthe Adh pre-mRNA secondarystructure made1

Species

regions

Paired

Comments

(i) Hairpins
717-7191743-745
821-8281836-843
846-8491855-858
899-9041911-916
946-9511955-961
1017-1021/1038-1042
1099-1106/1113-1120
1207-121711231-1241
1253-126311268-1278
1434-144111446-1453
1467-147011482-1485
1530-153511539-1543
1562-156811608-1615
1639-164811666-1676
1712-171411719-1721
1772-177411802-1804
1826-183111836-1841
(ii) Long-range pairings
783-79311847-1855
809-81911756-1766
991-1000/1158-1167
1050-1056/1132-1139
1188-1199/1313-1324
1459-146311630-1634

S/leb
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

21012
11012
21011
51112
21012
11011
11011
01112

all
all
S/H/leb
MID
all
all
S
S/leb
MID

11011
11013
11013
21010
11011
11012
11011
21013
21012

M
all
all
all
all
all

01112
~1012
11112
11013
11011
11011
~

5’ leader

Intron 2

Structural
change
todue
stem sequence

two substitutions in one

Present only in Sophophora
3’ untranslated region
3’ untranslated region
Present only in Sophophora

.

G U c, U .G “covariation”

~~

The first column contains the coordinates of the pairing regions in D. melanogaster according to KREITMAN(1983). The second one shows
the species range over which the helix is conserved. The abbreviations are: D, Drosophila; H, Hawaiian species group; leb, D. lebanonensis;
M, melanogaster species subgroup; S, Sophophora. The numbers in the third column give (i) the number of covariations due toindividual base
substitutions, (ii) the number of structural covariations due to insertion/deletion events and/or changes of longer sequences in one or both
sequences of a stem and (iii) the numberof Watson-Crick pairs showing G .U intermediates. The fourthcolumn gives the reasons why certain
putative helices are not included in Figure 2. Furthermore, the pairings found in the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions and in the introns are
indicated.
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FIGURE 1.-Variations of hairpin structures in Intron 2. Alignment was done separately for the Sophophora/Scaptodrosophilasubgenera
(including the repleta group) and for the Hawaiian picture wing species group. In the first group of species, the pairing is supported by five
covariations, in the latter one by a covariation and a U .G
U-A change. The structures were drawn using the program LOOPDLOOP
(GILBERT1992).

for all 10 species. They occur in two basic forms, one
of which is present in the two speciesof the Hawaiian
picture wing group, the other onein the eight species
of the Sophophora/Scaptodrosophila subgenera and the
repleta group. This structural conservation is remarkable given that the primary sequence is rather variable.
Wehave evidence that the phylogenetic method
was not able to pick up all possible helices in the Adh

primary transcript. Becauseof the limitedspecies
range considered, sequences in some putative helices
are too conserved to exhibit enough covariations to
satisfy our criteria. On the other hand, there is evidence that structural elements were not detected because the pairing is too weak such that the structure
is present onlyin one species, but absent in other
species of the same speciesgroup. As discussed below,
such weakly conserved structures can often be picked
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FIGURE2.-Covariations per base-pairing residues us. their physical distance (in base pairs). The log-log plot shows the Adh data
from Drosophila (Table l), where the filled circles represent pairing
regions involvingcoding pre-mRNA and theopen circles noncoding
regions. The lines represent linear regression fits of the log-log
transformed datafor distances <30 nucleotides and also for greater
distances. The regression lines are fitted only to the data from
coding regions. Distances were calculated between the residues
forming the bottom pair of a stem by averaging over the subgenera
(with equal weights). The number of covariations/pair was calculated as the number of covariations per lengthof the corestem, i e . ,
the stem which is preserved across species. Four pairings were not
included for reasons indicated in Table 1 (last column).

up (particularly in noncoding regions) if linkage disequilibrium data based on intraspecific DNA sequence
variation are available. Although the observational
windowof the phylogenetic method is limited, this
has only little effect on the main analysis given in the
next section.
Distance effect for compensatorymutations in
Drosophila: In Figure 2, the number of covariations
per base pair (of a helix) is plotted against their physical distance (in base pairs). T o put the evolutionary
process onto a comparable timescale, only helices that
are sufficiently conserved across subgenera were included. We omitted pairings that exist only in Sophophora. Whereas nearly all pairings that occur in coding regions are conserved across all subgenera, the
pairings involving noncoding pre-mRNA are not conserved. Therefore, for noncoding helices, the numbers of covariations per base pair are likely to be
underestimates. Despite this, Figure 2 indicates that
the rate of coevolution in noncoding pairing regions
is higher than in coding ones. This is in accordance
with the observation that substitution ratesin noncoding DNA are generally higher, which is usually explained by differences in selective constraints.
The number of pairingsfromcodingregions
is
sufficiently large to analyze KIMURA’S(1985) model.
KIMURA computed the expected time to fixation of
double mutants, E { T ( p l ,p,)), under continuous mutation pressure, recombination and random genetic
drift, where pi (i = 1, 2) are the initial frequencies of
these mutants. Single mutations are assumed to be
deleterious but neutral in appropriate combinations

that, in the context of RNA, are Watson-Crick pairs.
From E(T(p1,p*)), the expected number of fixation
of doublemutantspergeneration,
ortherate
of
coevolution, is obtained as the inverse of E(T(0, 0)).
Wefollow here the usual definition of a rate. For
single mutants, it is consistent with the definition of
the rate of molecular evolution, which can be seen as
follows. The rate of molecular evolution, R , is defined
as the product of the per generation mutation rate
times the probability of fixation of a mutant. This is
not a correct definitionof a rate in that it neglects the
time to fixation. T h e definition of the fixation probability only requires that the mutant goes eventually
to fixation. For single mutants, it can be shown that
E(T(0)J-lis equal to the rate of molecular evolution,
R , if 4 N p << 1, where N is the effective population
size and p theper nucleotidemutationrate.For
instance, in the neutral case E(T(0))= 4N[\k(4Np)
y]/(4Np - l), where \k is the digamma function and
y = 0.577 (KIMURA 1980b).For 4 N p << 1, this
reduces to the well known formula for the rate of
molecular evolution E(T(0))” = R = p.
Figure 2 shows the general trend for the number
of covariations per base pair (in helices from coding
regions) to decrease with distance. This property is
qualitatively in agreement with KIMURA’S (1985)
model, which predicts that E(T(0, 0)) increases with
the distance between base-pairing nucleotides. However, it is at present not clear whether this model can
also be used for quantitative predictions. It
is noteworthythat the decay in Figure2 is muchmore
dramaticforshort-range
pairings thanforlongerrange ones. Average recombination rates per bp
in
Drosophila are about lo-’ or higher (CHOVNIK,
GELBART and MCCARRON
1977;JuDD 1987). Given these
relatively high recombination rates and an effective
population size, N , in the order of lo6, the model of
compensatory neutral mutations (KIMURA1985) may
predict a significant drop of the rate of coevolution
of base-pairing residues over short distances, which
may explain the steep decay for short-range pairings.
However,for this to happen 4 N p has to be in the
order of 1. The largenumber of covariations we
observed in Drosophila (Table 1) indicates that the
value of 4Np is sufficiently high to allow the spread
of compensatory mutations. This may be partly due
to the fact that synonymous substitution rates in Drosophila are rather high (lo-’per site per year or
higher; MORIYAMA
and GOJOBORI1992). In addition,
in pairing regions the rate for secondary (compensatory) mutations may be increased by “templated mutation.” In this process, the frequency of nucleotide
substitutions is influenced by the repetitive DNA
structure, which, in the caseof pairingregions, is
palindromic. An appreciable portion of mutations at
Adh appear to be templated by palindromes (GOLDING

+
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imately 360 nucleotides long. Eleven pairing regions
are conserved across phyla. In contrast to Drosophila
Adh, these data show no distance effect (D. A. KIRBY
and W. STEPHAN,
unpublished data). It is noteworthy
that most covariations/pair occur in the terminal pairing region. If we eliminate this longest range pairing
as an outlier, there seems to be a weak decay. However, the nonparametric Spearmantest of rank order
for the reduced data set is also not significant (r, =
-0.53; P > 0.1).Furthermore, unlike at Adh, we
found no correlation between
stem length and distance ( r , = 0.29; P > 0.2). These apparent differences
between Drosophila A d h pre-mRNA and bacterial
ribonuclease P RNA may be attributed todifferences
in recombination rates and/or selective constraints.
Functional significanceof RNA secondary structure: A functional role of RNA secondary structure
in splicing (SOLNICK1985; EPERONet al. 1988; ENG
and WARNER1991) and geneexpression (LIEBHABER,
CASHand ESHLEMAN
1992) has been suggested. PremRNAsecondary structure is thoughtto play an
important role in splice site selection. T h e access of
the splicing machinery to splice sites appears to be
blocked if these sites are placed within pairing regions
of hairpins (SOLNICK
1985; EPERONet al. 1988). We
DISCUSSION
foundthatboth
5’- and 3”splice sites in the Adh
introns are not locked into longstable pairing regions.
Distance effect:Our analysis of covariations in larHowever, it is still possible that the very conserved 5’val A d h pre-mRNA of Drosophila indicates that the
and 3”splice sites are parts of short helices, which are
rate of compensatory substitutions decreases with intoo short to be detected by our analysis of covariacreasing physical distance (in base pairs) between basetions. Species outside the subfamily Drosophilinae
pairing residues. Assuming thatthe recombination
have
to be used to increase the depth of our phylorate between sites increases with their physicaldisgenetic
analysis.
tance, this result may be interpreted based on KIMUT
h
e
branch
point sequence, which base-pairs with
RA’S (1985) model of compensatory fitness interacU2
snRNA,
is
another major determinantforthe
tions. This model predicts that the rate of joint fixaassembly
of
the
splicing
apparatus (PARKER,
SICILIANO
tion of coupled mutations decreases with increasing
and
GUTHRIE
1987).
We
found
that
the
branch
point
recombination distance. In this model, single mutais
not
sequestered
in
a
pairing
region.
In
both
Adh
tions remain in low frequency, because they are asintrons,
the
branch
point
sequences
(at
coordinates
sumed to be deleterious in that they may destabilize
918 and 1392 in Intron 2 and 3, respectively) are
functionally important structures. Most double muunpaired.
In Intron2,the branch pointis immediately
tants (new Watson-Crick pairs) are formed by a second
downstream
of the hairpin detected by phylogenetic
mutation on a singly mutant chromosome. As long as
comparison.
In
Intron 3, we did not detect a secondthe double mutantsare in low frequency, theprimary
ary structural element that was sufficiently conserved
role of recombination is to decrease their frequency
across all 10 species. However, in the weakly conby crossing over with the wild type (KIMURA1985).
served structure detected in D.pseudoobscura and its
Thus, recombination retards the fixation of double
close relatives (discussed below), the branch point is
mutants.
also in the loop of a hairpin. T o our knowledge, the
More data on the A d h locus are needed to put the
only case in which the structure of RNA containing
conclusions of this study on a firmer basis. It is also
necessary to examine whether a distance effect can be the branch point has been analyzed experimentally
found in other RNAs, such as ribosomal RNAs. So
reports a similar observation. The branch pointof the
far, we analyzed the secondary structure of ribonuclefirst intron of human @-globinpre-mRNA appears to
ase P RNA in bacteria which was constructed by
be in the loop of a stem/loop structure (HALL, GREEN
phylogenetic analysis of 23 species from five of the 11
and REDFIELD1988).
major phylogenetic branches of bacteria UAMESet al.
There is some evidence that RNA secondary struc1988; BROWNand PACE 1992). This RNAis approxture may be important for A d h expression. LAURIE,
1987).However, it is unlikely that ~ N F
is much
greater than 0.1. As OHTA (1989) pointed out, KIMURA’S
approximate analysis of his model leads to an
overestimation of the expected time to fixation of a
double mutant, when 4 N p << 1. It is therefore of
limited use. An analysis of a model of compensatory
neutral mutations that was constructed specifically for
RNA secondary structure gives a more satisfactory
result, even when 4 N p islow (W. STEPHAN, unpublished data). Thismodel that describes the covariation
process from one Watson-Crick pair to another one
by considering only the most common intermediate
state G U seems to account for the rapid
decay of the
rate of coevolution for base-pairing residues in shortrange helices. However, more work on this model is
required.
For longer range interactions, the rate of coevolution decreases slowly. This may be due to selection
that counteracts the retarding effects of recombination. In larger helices, selective constraints on single
Watson-Crick pairs appear to berelaxed. This is suggested by the highly significant correlation between
length of pairing regionsand physical distance (Spearman correlation coefficient r, = 0.90, P < 0.001).
e
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BRIDGHAM
and CHOUDHARY
(1991) have suggested
that an insertion, V1, at position 448 in D. melanogasterAdh-Fast alleles may cause thedifference in
ADH protein level associated with the Fast/Slow allozyme polymorphism. This insertion occurs in the
adult intron. We have used phylogenetic comparisons
to analyze the region around the insertion site. Because the physical organization of the A d h locus is
very different in the subgenus Drosophila (see above),
only species from the subgeneraSophophora and Scaptodrosophila were included in the comparison. We
were able to align the sequences from these species
with the Slow allele of D. melanogaster. We found that
the region around the insertion site is one of the few
regions in the adult intron thatis conserved across the
two subgenera. Furthermore, we detected a putative
pairingregion425-430/457-462(coordinates
according to KREITMAN1983) that is supported by two
covariations in the two subgenera (D. A. KIRBYand
W. STEPHAN, unpublished data).Fast alleles carrying
VI have the sequence 448-476 removed (which encompasses the pairing region) and replaced by a different larger sequence, such that a hairpin structure
can no longer be formed.This indicates a variation in
secondary structure between Fast and Slow alleles. It
is, however, uncertain whether this structural difference within the adult intron can affect the level of
ADH protein. In particular, LAURIE and
STAM(1988)
have notfounddifferences
in mature RNA levels
between Slow and Fast. To our knowledge, a mechanism whereby structural variation in intronpremRNA influences translation efficiency has not been
described.
Interpretation of linkage disequilibrium patterns:
For population geneticists, analysis of RNA secondary
structure and compensatory fitness interactions may
become very important for the interpretation of patterns of linkage disequilibrium. Extensive linkage disequilibrium has been observed in recent DNA polymorphism studies in Drosophila. Forinstance, in a
survey of DNA sequence variation in the A d h gene
region of D. pseudoobscura, clustering of significant
linkage disequilibria was found in two small regions:
one in Intron 1 and the other one in Intron 3 (S. W.
SCHAEFFER
and E. L. MILLER,unpublished data). Outside these regions significant linkage disequilibria appear to be randomly scattered. To interpret this pattern, pre-mRNA secondary structure can be used. So
far, we have examined linkage disequilibrium in these
two regions, where the clustering occurs. In the case
of Intron 3, we used only sequences from D. pseudoobscura and its sibling species Drosophila persirnilis and
Drosophila rniranda in o u r phylogenetic analysis, since
this intron is very diverged (see above). We found
evidence for a hairpinin this region within this species
complex. One stemloop structure is found in D. mi-
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randa, an alternative one that differs by three covariations in D. persirnilis. In D. pseudoobscura we found
a polymorphism of these two stemloopforms and
various transient intermediates (D. A. KIRBY and W.
STEPHAN,unpublished data). The hairpin structure
ranges from coordinate 1463 to coordinate 150 1 (the
coordinate system is from SCHAEFFER
and AQUADRO
1987). This result is noteworthy. It means that the
covariation process from one Watson-Crick pair to
another one can be observed within a single species.
A similar transition with the same “endpoints” of the
evolutionarytrajectory is found in the population
(subspecies) fromBogoti (SCHAEFFER
and MILLER
1991). Since there are no intraspecific data available
from D. persirnilis and D. miranda, it is not known
whether this polymorphism exists also in these two
sibling species of D.pseudoobscura. Outside the D.
pseudoobscura complex these structures do not exist
or aredifferent.
The clustering of linkage disequilibria in Intron 1
can also be explained by compensatory interactions
onthe pre-mRNA level. In this case, phylogenetic
comparison of all five species of the subgenus Sophophora revealed a hairpin structure that is supported
by two covariations. One of the covariations was found
within the obscura group, the other one between the
melanogaster and obscura groups. This indicates that
this secondary structure is more conserved than that
in Intron 3. Consistent with this explanation is the
observationthat the coevolutionary process taking
place in D.pseudoobscura does not feature the whole
transition fromone Watson-Crick pair to another one.
Only one Watson-Crick pair and various intermediates were observed in the survey of D. pseudoobscura.
The hairpin structure ranges from coordinate 3 17 to
coordinate355(accordingtothecoordinates
of
SCHAEFFER
and AQUADRO
1987).
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